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Fuzzy controllers…………Fuzzy controllers…………

Fuzzy controllers are based on three Fuzzy controllers are based on three 
things,things,

�� Base the controller on human Base the controller on human 
operator operator experienceexperience // knowledgeknowledge..

�� Model the Model the control actioncontrol action of a human of a human 
operatoroperator

�� Based on a Based on a fuzzy modelfuzzy model of the of the 
processprocess..



Control parametersControl parameters

�� Main Main control parameterscontrol parameters of a fuzzy of a fuzzy 
controller are controller are linguistic variableslinguistic variables..

�� A Linguistic variable can only take A Linguistic variable can only take 
linguistic values .linguistic values .

�� Ex:Ex:-- ((small, medium , largesmall, medium , large,) which ,) which 
can be represented as (S,M,L ) can be represented as (S,M,L ) 

�� ((Very Small , small, medium ,large, Very Small , small, medium ,large, 
very largevery large) which can be represented ) which can be represented 
as (VS,S,M,L,VL) as (VS,S,M,L,VL) 



Modelling methodModelling method

�� Fuzzy controllers use Fuzzy controllers use fuzzy logicfuzzy logic to to 
model a system and model a system and to organizeto organize the the 
data in a data in a knowledge baseknowledge base. . 

�� Conventional methods can not be Conventional methods can not be 
used to store the data . used to store the data . 

�� Data is not precise, Unclear ; fuzzyData is not precise, Unclear ; fuzzy



Precise Vs Fuzzy StatementsPrecise Vs Fuzzy Statements

�� Examples :Examples :--

�� fuzzy statements.fuzzy statements.

�� A is A is talltall. B is . B is very tallvery tall..

�� It is It is coldcold out side .out side .

�� Precise statementsPrecise statements

•• A is 5’7’’ tall.A is 5’7’’ tall.

•• Temperature out side is 24 Temperature out side is 24 
centigrade.centigrade.



Fuzzy setsFuzzy sets

�� In fuzzy logic ,the In fuzzy logic ,the 
imprecise data being imprecise data being 
considered are called considered are called fuzzy fuzzy 
setssets.(proposed by Ladeh .(proposed by Ladeh 
Zadeh in 1965)Zadeh in 1965)

�� It is a generalization of set It is a generalization of set 
theory that allows partial theory that allows partial 
membership in a set .membership in a set .

�� Membership is a real Membership is a real 
number with a range number with a range 
(0.1)(0.1)

�� Membership functionsMembership functions
are commonly trangular are commonly trangular 
or Gaussian .(for ease or Gaussian .(for ease 
of computation)of computation)



Membership functionMembership function

�� The membership function is a The membership function is a 
graphical representation of the graphical representation of the 
magnitude of participation of magnitude of participation of 
each input. each input. 

�� It associates a weighting with It associates a weighting with 
each of the inputs that are each of the inputs that are 
processed, define functional processed, define functional 
overlap between inputs, and overlap between inputs, and 
ultimately determines an ultimately determines an 
output response. output response. 

�� The rules use the input The rules use the input 
membership values as membership values as 
weighting factors to determine weighting factors to determine 
their influence on the fuzzy their influence on the fuzzy 
output sets of the final output output sets of the final output 
conclusion. conclusion. 



Control system and responseControl system and response



�� Membership function which shows the linguistic Membership function which shows the linguistic 
variable of error input. .variable of error input. .

�� It has three states , negative error, zero error , It has three states , negative error, zero error , 

positive errorpositive error



Modelling the systemModelling the system

�� Linguistic variables are used to represent Linguistic variables are used to represent 
an FL system's operating parameters. The an FL system's operating parameters. The 
rule matrix is a simple graphical tool for rule matrix is a simple graphical tool for 
mapping the FL control system rules. mapping the FL control system rules. 

�� It accommodates two input variables and It accommodates two input variables and 
expresses their logical product (AND) as expresses their logical product (AND) as 
one output response variable. one output response variable. 

�� To use, define the system using plainTo use, define the system using plain--
English rules based upon the inputs, English rules based upon the inputs, 
decide appropriate output response decide appropriate output response 
conclusions, and load these into the rule conclusions, and load these into the rule 
matrix. matrix. 



Control variablesControl variables

•• DEFINITIONS:DEFINITIONS:
•• INPUT#1: ("Error", positive (P), zero (Z), negative (N)) INPUT#1: ("Error", positive (P), zero (Z), negative (N)) 
•• INPUT#2: ("ErrorINPUT#2: ("Error--dot", positive (P), zero (Z), negative dot", positive (P), zero (Z), negative 

(N)) (N)) 
•• CONCLUSION: ("Output", Heat (H), No Change (CONCLUSION: ("Output", Heat (H), No Change (--), Cool ), Cool 

(C)) (C)) 
•• INPUT#1 System Status INPUT#1 System Status 
•• Error = CommandError = Command--Feedback Feedback 
•• P=Too cold, Z=Just right, N=Too hot P=Too cold, Z=Just right, N=Too hot 
•• INPUT#2 System Status INPUT#2 System Status 
•• ErrorError--dot = d(Error)/dt dot = d(Error)/dt 
•• P=Getting hotter Z=Not changing N=Getting colder P=Getting hotter Z=Not changing N=Getting colder 
•• OUTPUT Conclusion & System Response OUTPUT Conclusion & System Response 
•• Output H = Call for heating Output H = Call for heating -- = Don't change anything C = Don't change anything C 

= Call for cooling = Call for cooling 



How rules are defined ?How rules are defined ?



�� Membership function which shows the linguistic Membership function which shows the linguistic 
variable of error input. .variable of error input. .

�� It has three states , negative error, zero error , It has three states , negative error, zero error , 

positive errorpositive error



�� There is a unique membership There is a unique membership 
function associated with each function associated with each 
input parameter. input parameter. 

�� The membership functions The membership functions 
associate a weighting factor with associate a weighting factor with 
values of each input and the values of each input and the 
effective rules. effective rules. 

�� These weighting factors determine These weighting factors determine 
the degree of influence or degree the degree of influence or degree 
of membership (DOM) each active of membership (DOM) each active 
rule has. By computing the logical rule has. By computing the logical 
product of the membership product of the membership 
weights for each active rule, a set weights for each active rule, a set 
of fuzzy output response of fuzzy output response 
magnitudes are produced. magnitudes are produced. 

�� All that remains is to combine and All that remains is to combine and 
defuzzify these output responses. defuzzify these output responses. 



General Architecture of a fuzzy controllerGeneral Architecture of a fuzzy controller



The rules have the  form, The rules have the  form, 

iif Xi=Ai and …Xn=An then Yi=Bi ….and Yl=Blf Xi=Ai and …Xn=An then Yi=Bi ….and Yl=Bl

where {Xi|i=1…n} are input variables with terms Aij | j=i…n}where {Xi|i=1…n} are input variables with terms Aij | j=i…n}

and {Yi|i=1…l} are out puts variables  with terms {Bij|j=1l}and {Yi|i=1…l} are out puts variables  with terms {Bij|j=1l}

The n linguistic variables Xi are divided into Qm distint sets The n linguistic variables Xi are divided into Qm distint sets 

, {Qm | m=1…r} , {Qm | m=1…r} 

with each set Qm  a complete rules base Rm of rules such with each set Qm  a complete rules base Rm of rules such 

as      if X1=A1 and ….…Xm=Am    then    Zm=Cm as      if X1=A1 and ….…Xm=Am    then    Zm=Cm 

are associated.are associated.



Conflict Resolution and Decision MakingConflict Resolution and Decision Making

�� Usually more than one fuzzy control rule can fire at Usually more than one fuzzy control rule can fire at 

one time. The methodology which is used in deciding one time. The methodology which is used in deciding 

what control action should be taken as the result of what control action should be taken as the result of 

the firing of several rules can be referred to as the the firing of several rules can be referred to as the 

process of process of conflict resolutionconflict resolution..

�� Assume we have two rules:Assume we have two rules:

Rule 1: If X is ARule 1: If X is A11 and Y is Band Y is B11, then Z is C, then Z is C11,,

Rule 2: If X is ARule 2: If X is A22 and Y is Band Y is B22, then Z is C, then Z is C22..

xx00, y, y00: sensor readings for X and Y, respectively.: sensor readings for X and Y, respectively.
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